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ABSTRACT: Biological organisms (e.g., batoid fish, etc.) possess the remarkable ability to morph their
soft, sheet-like tissues into wavy morphologies and self-oscillate to make traveling waves, enabling
myriad functionalities in propulsion, locomotion, and transportation. In contrast, current manmade soft
robotic systems cannot adaptively make wavy morphologies and concurrently achieve wave propagation
because the controllable actuation of desired 3D morphologies in entirely soft materials is a formidable
challenge due to their continuously deformable bodies that own a large number of actuable degrees of
freedom. Here, we report a bioinspired robotic system that not only allows photomorphogenesis of on-
demand 3D wavy morphologies but also enables autonomous wave propagation in a monolithic soft
artificial muscle (MSAM). This system employs a conceptually different design strategy based on a
combination of two principles derived from plant morphogenesis and the undulatory motion of ray fish.
The former offers a shaping principle based on differential growth that enables morphing MSAM into
target wavy configurations, while the latter inspires a driving principle that induces autonomous
propagation of shaped waves by rhythmic motor patterns. This waving system can be used as adaptive
“soft engines/motors” that enable directional locomotion, intelligent transportation of cargo, and autonomous propulsion. It even
produces programmable, complex artificial peristaltic waves. Our design allows controllable formation of 3D wavy morphologies and
autonomous wave behaviors in the soft robotic system that would be useful for broad applications in adaptive, self-regulated
mechanical systems for advanced robotics, soft machines, and energy harvest.
KEYWORDS: photomorphogenesis, traveling waves, photo-induced 3D movements, self-oscillation, soft actuators

1. INTRODUCTION

Creating an adaptive, autonomous soft robotic system that
enables programmable shape morphing would be of interest
for both scientific and engineering applications.1,2 Living
organisms, such as gastropods, cephalopods, batoids, and so
forth, can morph their soft, sheet-like tissues into 3D wavy
morphologies and self-oscillate to generate traveling waves
(TWs) that offer a versatile approach for achieving propulsion,
transportation, and locomotion in natural systems.3−5 How-
ever, to artificially generate TWs, conventional robotic systems
need numerous discrete actuators, each of them individually
controlled and powered in a coordinated fashion,6 which
inevitably leads to complexity in design, fabrication, control,
and powering of the systems7 which especially turns impossible
when the length scale of a robotic system is miniaturized to
millimeters or even smaller. The use of soft active materials
(SAMs) that possess intelligent morphing behaviors inherent
to the materials themselves and allow self-oscillating motion
driven by a constant static energy input can endow manmade
robotic systems with autonomous intelligence, which would
effectively reduce the complexity of the systems.8 Scientists
and engineers have attempted to make autonomous TWs using
two kinds of SAMs: responsive gels and photoactive liquid
crystal polymers.9 The former employs the chemical oscillation
of Belousov−Zhabotinsky reaction to induce autonomous

swelling−deswelling oscillation to produce wave-like deforma-
tions.10 However, the gels must work in wet environments,
whereas most engineering applications require functional
materials to work in dry environments.11 For the latter, a
photoactive molecular motor of an azobenzene derivative was
rationally designed to shorten the thermal relaxation time that
was incorporated into liquid crystal networks to achieve fast
actuation to gain autonomous wave-like motions.12

Despite these creative efforts, TWs developed in manmade
soft robotic systems so far are still far from reaching the range
of the diversity in morphologies and functionalities when
compared with those observed in biological organisms. Some
expressive examples are muscular TWs of the sheet-like pedals
of sea slugs that enable them to crawl on the seabed13 and
peristaltic waves in the intestine of mammals that allow food
transport along the tract.14 If we were able to design and create
a soft robotic system that enables adaptive, programmable
morphing of a single monolithic soft artificial muscle (MSAM)
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into diverse wavy morphologies while concurrently realizing
autonomous propagation of shaped waves, such a system
would open exciting possibilities to realize propulsion,
locomotion, and transportation for numerous applications
ranging from autonomous robotic, self-sustained soft machines
to biomedical devices.15 However, controllable actuation of 3D
morphologies in MSAM is a formidable challenge due to the
continuously deformable nature of soft materials that own a
large number of actuatable degrees of freedom.16

In this work, we devised an adaptive, autonomous,
bioinspired soft robotic system, which we call the photo-
mechanical reconfigurable tunable autonomous system
(PRTAS), enabling photomorphogenesis of a broad range of
autonomous TWs in one single MSAM. The central design
concepts for PRTAS are derived from a combination of
principles used by two distinct biological examples: morpho-
genesis of distinct 3D shapes in plant organs and the
undulatory motion of the pectoral fin of batoid fish, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The former offers a shape-selection
principle that enables us to make MSAM self-shaping into
diverse 3D wave configurations through differential growth,
while the latter inspires a driving principle that allows
autonomous propagation of built 3D waves by a rhythmic
motor pattern.17−19 Inspired by these two biological
intelligences, we have fabricated PRTAS that is composed of
two units (Figure 2a): (1) the actuating unit consists of a
flattened, constrained MSAM which can locally grow, morph,
and adaptively self-shape into target 3D wave configurations
and (2) the control unit, composed of a simple optical setup,
offers structured light that not only possesses shaping
“instructions” defining target 3D wavy configurations but also
provides driving power to sustain continuous, directional
propagation of shaped 3D waves. PRTAS with structural
simplicity and functional effectiveness not only realizes
predictable, controllable generation of the three kinds of

autonomous TWs: twisting-induced waves, edgewaves, and
interior waves. (Figure 2b−g, Movies S1, S2, and S3) but also
achieve reconfigurable and reversible transformations among
these distinct TWs in one single MSAM (Figures 2h, S1, and
Movie S4).

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To create such a PRTAS, we addressed two daunting
problems: (1) how to morph and shape a single MSAM into
diverse target wavy configurations and (2) how to drive a
shaped wavy MSAM to propagate autonomously. To shape an
MASM into diverse wavy configurations, we employed a
shaping principle inspired by plant morphogenesis. Two key
factors, physical constraint and differential growth, determine
morphological transformation from a 2D planar shape into
various 3D shapes in plant organs.20,21 The physical constraint
can induce in-plane compressive stress in the growth of planar
thin organs and lead to mechanical instability. forcing the
organs to generate out-of-plane growth, resulting in the
emergence of 3D shapes.22 Meanwhile, differential growth
regulated by the growth exponent (n) and maximum growth
strain (β) defines the 3D shape profile of grown plant organs23

(see more details in Supporting Information). To make
physical constraints in our system, we fixed two ends of a
buckled MSAM on a substrate (Figure 3a(1)). Then, the fixed
MSAM was illuminated by vertical light with a uniform
intensity, contracted along its long axis, and transformed from
the buckled state into a flattened state (Figure 3a(2)). This
flattened, constrained MSAM upon light irradiation is used as
the initial 2D configuration in our system. Owing to the
physical constraints, the flattened MSAM can only generate
deformation and displacement out of the plane of the
substrate. To achieve differential growth in the MSAM, we
modulate the intensity of vertical light illumination from
uniform to nonuniform using structured light with an intensity

Figure 1. Overview of the bioinspired design for PRTAS. (a) Photographs exhibiting three distinct 3D shapes in plant organs: twisting shape, edge-
waving shape, and interior waving shape, which are produced by plant morphogenesis. Left images and right images exhibit real photographs and
the corresponding schematics of 3D shapes of plant organs, respectively. Images of configurations 1, 2, and 3 show the twisting petal of Dendrobium
orchid, edge-waving leaf of the fern tree (Adapted with permission from ref.23. Copyright 2018 National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A), and interior
waving leaf of variegated clivia miniata, respectively. (b) Snapshots showing the undulatory motion of a swimming ray (Adapted with permission
from ref.18. Copyright 2016 American Association for the Advancement of Science), which is driven by a rhythmic motor pattern induced by the
alternate firing and sequential muscle activation of pectoral fin muscles.17−19 Yellow lines indicate the waveform present on the lateral fin. (c)
Schematics showing PRTAS that can generate three kinds of light-induced wavy morphology and concurrently achieve autonomous wave motions
in a MSAM. The blue arrow indicates the propagation direction of TWs. The red color indicates incident light.
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gradient in which the growth profile of the 3D shape is

encoded to illuminate the flattened MSMA to induce the

desired pattern of the in-plane strain. The nonuniform

illumination induces local relaxation of the flattened MSMA,

resulting in a rapid increase in the in-plane compressive stress

that leads to local out-of-plane deformation (Figure 3a(3−5)).
This local relaxation-induced out-of-plane deformation is

regarded as the growth in our system, which can be controlled

Figure 2. Photomorphogenesis of diverse TWs. (a) Schematics showing the representative setup of PRTAS, which is composed of two units: (1)
actuating unit made of constrained MSAM and; (2) control unit employing a reprogrammable light source with a tunable intensity pattern. (b,d,f)
Snapshots experimentally exhibiting twisting-induced wave, edge wave, and interior wave (Movie S1, S2, and S3), respectively. (c,e,g) Three
distinct 3D waves are quantified through the displacement of a point at the middle edge (twisting-induced wave and edge wave) and a point at the
interior center (interior wave) over time, respectively. The location of the point is indicated by a red point in the first image of (b,d,f) respectively.
(h) Photographs exhibiting switchable and reversible transformation among three distinct 3D waves via modulation of the pattern of the intensity
of the light spot (part 1 of Movie S4). The red rectangles enclosed by dashed black lines denote the pattern of used light, in which the distribution
of light intensity is schematically indicated by the shade of red color.
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spatially and temporally. Since the relaxation-induced
deformation of MSAM is inversely proportional to light
intensity, the light intensity gradient across the width of the
MSAM and the minimum light intensity can be used to define
and control the growth exponent and maximum growth strain
of the grown MSAM. As shown in Figure 3b, by employing
three distinct patterns with varied light intensity gradients (see
three insets in Figure 3a(3−5)), we can generate three kinds of
3D wave morphologies in a MSMA: twisting-induced waves,
edge waves, and interior waves. These experimentally realized
3D wavy shapes agree closely with the results of finite element
simulations (Figure 3c). This shaping principle is a shape-

selection principle that can make diverse 3D wavy shapes
rather than aiming at a specific 3D shape; one can not only
arbitrarily define and construct on-demand wavy shapes but
also realize multiple shape transitions in one single MSMA.
Second, to drive the shaped 3D waves to propagate, a

rhythmic motor pattern must be established in PRTAS. Our
approach takes advantage of 3D wavy morphology and
photomechanical properties of MSAM, which can physically
govern local contraction/expansion of wavy MSAM in space
and time.12 This can be achieved by optically coupling between
the photoactive wavy MSAM and the shadow gap formed by
incident illumination (Figure 3d). By changing the illuminating

Figure 3. Design principles of PRTAS. (a) Shaping principle inspired by plant morphogenesis. (a1) Schematics showing the original buckled state
of the MSAM in the system. Two ends of the buckled MSAM are fixed. (a2) Schematics showing the flattened state of the MSAM upon the
illumination of vertical light with a uniform intensity. (a3−a5) Schematics showing that three distinct 3D wavy morphologies (twisting-induced
wave, edge wave, and interior wave) can be induced when the intensity distribution of light spot is patterned and switched from uniform to
nonuniform. The insets at the bottom right of the images display the intensity distribution of the used light spot, respectively. (b3−b5)
Experimental photographs showing the twisting-induced wave, edge wave, and interior wave of the MSAM. (c1−c3) Finite element simulation
shows 3D profiles of the twisting-induced wave, edge wave, and interior wave. The parameter D indicates metric displacement along the z-axis. (d)
Driving principle inspired by the mechanism of the undulatory motion of a swimming ray. When the illuminating direction of light is changed from
vertical (d1) to incident (d2), the distribution of light intensity along the x-axis direction is changed from uniform (e1) to nonuniform (e2). There
are 3D bumps periodically distributed over the MSMA. The incident illumination makes one side of bumps facing toward the light while shadowing
the other side, which leads to a periodic rise and fall in light intensity along the x-axis direction on the MSMA (e2). This alternative distribution of
light intensity leads the illuminated sides of MSAM to contract, while the shadowed sides relax to expand (d2), which can result in wave
propagation along the x-axis direction. Wave propagation changes the local distribution of the illuminated areas and the shadow areas (d3), and in
turn changes the pattern of light intensity along the x-axis (e3), which would lead to autonomous, continuous wave motions. (e) Schematics
showing the incident light-induced rhythmic motor pattern of light intensity along the x-axis direction. Imax and Imin indicate the maximum light
intensity and minimum light intensity, respectively.
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direction of the light from the vertical to an oblique direction
(Figure 3), we can change the light intensity distribution along
the x-axis direction from uniform to nonuniform (Figure 3).
Owing to 3D morphology of wavy MSMA, there are 3D
bumps periodically distributed over the MSMA (Figure 3b).
Incident illumination makes one side of bumps face toward the
light while shadowing the other side (Figure 3d(2)), leading to
a periodic rise and fall in the light intensity along the x
direction on the wavy MSMA (Figure 3e(2)). This alternative
distribution of light intensity leads the illuminated sides of the
MSAM to contract while the shadowed sides relax to expand
(Figure 3d(2)), which can result in wave propagation along x
direction (Figure 3). The wave propagation changes the local
distribution of the illuminated areas and the shadow areas
(Figure 3d(3)), which in turn changes the pattern of light
intensity along the x-axis (Figure 3e(3)). As a result, the
incident light-induced rhythmic motor pattern of contraction/

expansion along the x-axis direction can be established in the
MSAM (Figure 3).
To uncover the intrinsic control mechanism of PRTAS, we

employ thermal imaging technology and digital image
correlation (DIC) technology to observe dynamic temperature
distribution (Figure 4 and Movie S5) and 3D full-field strain of
waving MSAM (Figure 5 and Movie S6), respectively. First, we
summarized the distribution of n and β values of the three
wave configurations through the results of the DIC experi-
ments (Figure S2a), and representative growth strain profiles
of the twisting-induced wave, edge wave, and interior wave are
shown in Figure S2b−d. Second, rhythmic and cyclical motor
activities have been found in waving MSAM. To clearly show
these rhythmic and cyclical motors, spatiotemporal maps and
image representations of motor activity were constructed and
used for analyzing wave formation and propagation in the
MSAM. Spatiotemporal maps of temperature and strain were

Figure 4. Thermal imaging of waving MSAM. (a−c) Schematics showing the light-induced twisting-induced wave, edge wave, and interior wave.
(d−f) Snapshots showing time-varying thermal distribution on the waving MSAM [(d) twisting-induced wave; (e) edge wave; and (f) interior
wave] observed from the top view (Movie S5). (g−i) Spatiotemporal thermal pattern constructed by lining up the dashed y line time sequentially,
exhibiting cyclical and rhythmic motor activities that induce dynamic wavy morphologies. (j−l) Spatiotemporal thermal pattern constructed by
lining up the dashed x line time sequentially, showing cyclical and rhythmic motor activities that drive wave motions. The positions of the y line and
x line are shown in (d−f), respectively.
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constructed by extracting one-line images in the y-axis
direction and x-axis direction, respectively (the positions of
lines are shown in Figures 4d−f and 5a(2),b(2),c(2)), from
each frame of the recorded movie, and lining these extracted-
line images up sequentially with time. As shown in Figure 4g−
i, spatiotemporal maps of temperature in the y-axis direction
for the three kinds of waving MSAM indicate rhythmic motor
activities with cyclical thermal waves either along bilateral sides
(twisting-induced wave and edge wave) or in the interior zone
(interior wave) (Figure S3a,c,e), while spatiotemporal maps of
temperature in the x-axis direction demonstrate rhythmic
motor activity that exhibits sequential thermal actuation
(Figures 4j−l and S3b,d,f). These thermal motor activities
along the y-axis direction and x-axis direction dictate the
generation of the three types of TWs and their propagations,
respectively. Under the driving of rhythmic thermal motors
along the y-axis direction, autonomous oscillations of strain
emerge at two lateral sides over time for the twisting-induced
wave and edge wave (Figure 5d,e) or occur in the middle area
for interior waves (Figure 5f). Rhythmic thermal motor activity
along the x-axis direction drives self-oscillations of expansion/
contraction alternatively distributed along the longitudinal
direction, which initiates the wave near one end of MSAM
close to the light source and makes it migrate along the x-axis
direction away from the light source and finally terminates near
the other end of the MSAM (Figure 5g−i). PRTAS uses the

cyclical and rhythmic motor patterns in the y-axis direction to
generate and control 3D wavy shapes while employing the
cyclical and rhythmic motor patterns in the x-axis direction to
drive 3D waves to gain autonomous propagation.
PRTAS is actually a versatile phototunable self-oscillating

system, exhibiting capabilities to effectively address three tough
issues: (1) few available oscillation modes; (2) inability to
control the evolution between different modes; and (3) failure
under loading, which severely restricts practical engineering
applications of existing light-driven self-oscillating systems.9,24

Our system not only owns a wide range of oscillation modes
(diverse autonomous waves) but also enables controllable
evolution among diverse waves and even allows doing work
under loads (see the demonstration of wave applications
shown below). Moreover, existing light-driven self-oscillating
systems largely depend on fast actuation/reaction to sustain
self-oscillation, which must rely on specific chemical
structures/reactions.25 However, such dependence is absent
in our system because it uses a conceptually different driving
mechanism based on mechanical instability. The generation of
self-sustained wave motions in our system arises from the right
mechanical properties of the used MASM, including elastic
modulus in the range of elastomer (5−32 MPa) and enough
actuation strain (10−40%). As a result, our system can not
only be applicable to various elastic materials with tunable
mechanics but also be compatible with a broad range of

Figure 5. 3D full-field strain. (a−c) Experimental photographs showing one frame image extracted from DIC movie (Movie S6)-recorded full-field
strain of the twisting-induced wave, edge wave, and interior wave of the MSAM, respectively. The top row of images shows a lateral view of the
waves, while the bottom row of images shows the top view of the waves. Parameter D indicates metric displacement along the z-axis. (d−f)
Spatiotemporal pattern constructed by lining up the dashed y line (shown in a2, b2, and c2) time sequentially, exhibiting cyclical and rhythmic
motor activities that generate and control 3D wavy shapes. (g−i) Spatiotemporal pattern constructed by lining up the dashed x line (shown in a2,
b2, and c2) time sequentially, showing cyclical and rhythmic motor activities that drive 3D waves to produce autonomous propagation.
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photoswitches or photoactive dopants. We tested diverse
photoswitches with responsive wavelengths ranging from near-
infrared (NIR) light to UV light and even inorganic materials,
such as graphene (Figure S4). They all work for our system to
enable wave formation and propagation (Figure S5). These
capabilities would greatly enhance universal applicability of our
system, which allows it to be applied to numerous engineering
applications with variable requirements in responsive wave-
lengths, mechanics, and dynamics.
PRTAS exhibits excellent tunability and programmability in

wave generation. For twisting-induced waves, the wave formed
at the two lateral sides can be independently tuned. As shown

in Figure S6 (Movie S7), we can generate waves on both lateral
sides, only on one lateral side, or on both two lateral sides with
different amplitudes. In addition, PRTAS shows the capability
to produce hybrid TWs that combine edge waves and interior
waves together. This ability of active, flexible manipulation of
TWs is significantly important for dynamics control in
engineering applications of propulsion and locomotion.15,26

PRTAS can spontaneously and continuously harvest solar
energy to generate and sustain wave motions in outdoor
environments, enabling self-sensing, self-transduction of solar
energy, self-power, and self-actuation without artificial
participation (Figure S7 and Movie S8), which could inspire

Figure 6. Versatile functionalities of PRTAS. (a) Waving MSAM can serve as both the motor and the conveyor to overcome the gravity to
transport the cargo (Movie S11). (b) Photographs showing an interior wave train moving along the S-shaped trajectory (part 1 of Movie S16). (c)
Photographs showing an interior wave initiated at the same location on the MSAM splitting into two wave trains with an included angle of ∼30°
(part 3 of Movie S16). (d) Photographs showing two interior wave trains forming a rhombus-shaped trajectory (part 4 of Movie S16). (e)
Photographs exhibiting two interior wave trains forming a triangular trajectory (part 1 of Movie S17). In figure (b−e), the left image and the right
image are the schematics and the corresponding experimental photograph, respectively. (f) PRTAS uses peristaltic waves to propel two loaded
objects to generate distinct moving trajectories (part 2 of Movie S17). (g) PRTAS produces two peristaltic waves to propel two objects moving
opposite to each other on single MSAM (part 2 of Movie S18). The first image is the schematics showing the experimental setup of two incident
light sources used to induce two interior wave trains that move opposite to each other. The two light sources, respectively, illuminate the two halves
of MSAM that are separated by a dashed white line. The green arrows indicate the propagation direction of the wave. The red arrow and black
arrow indicate the location of the front of two moving objects, respectively.
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scientists and engineers to devise self-sustainable systems for
advanced technological applications in self-regulated energy
harvesting and transduction, self-powered wireless sensors and
actuators, and remote power generation.27,28 Moreover, for real
engineering applications, it is critically important to sustain
working in damping media. PRTAS not only enables TWs
conducted in the air but also enables continuous and constant
generation of wave motions in various high-damping media
(Figure S8 and Movie S9), ranging from water and silicon oil
to saturated NaCl solution and emulsion, which can rapidly
make existing light-driven soft oscillators malfunction. This
pronounced applicability across broad damping media can
effectively broaden the application areas of PRTAS.
Conventional engines/motors are bulky, rigid systems that

include gears, bearings, and propellers, which not only need
lubrication but also produce annoying noise. PRTAS can serve
as a “soft engine/motor” with attractive characteristics such as
lightweight, no electromagnetic induction interference, remote
control, operation without separate moving parts such as gears
and rollers, and no noise. For example, we can use waving
MSAM as both a soft “engine” and a “propeller” to create a
crawling robot that enables directional locomotion (Figure S9a
and Movie S10), a direct mimic of undulating-driven
locomotion of gastropods that generate muscular waves
spreading along their sole to gain motion. PRTAS can also
function as both a soft motor and a conveyor belt to overcome
gravity to convey cargo (Figure 6a and Movie S11).
Furthermore, taking advantage of the 3D motion of TWs of
the MSAM, PRTAS can covert 3D wave motions (Figure
S9b−d) into complex, autonomous motions, for example, the
beating motion of an artificial cilia array (Figure S9e and
Movie S12). All these experimental examples imply the great
potential of our system in engineering applications of
micromechanical systems.
Soft machines provide a promising design paradigm for

human-centric devices.29 To adapt to human movement and
motions, soft machines must accommodate large deformations
and conform to non-planar and dynamic surfaces, requiring
high mechanical compliance.30 PRTAS can be developed as an
adaptive, robust “soft machine” that not only enables working
on the curved substrate but also on the twisted substrate and
can even accommodate a dynamically curved complex surface,
exhibiting excellent mechanical compliance (Figure S10a−e).
Moreover, we demonstrate that PRTAS can be wearable and
adaptable to human movement (Figure S10f−h and Movie
S13). All these imply that PRTAS would have potential uses in
stretchable motors/engines/sensors/actuators, photoactive
clothing, and wearable laboratory-on-a-chip settings.
Biomechanical systems such as the colon can sense the

consistency, shape, and size of transported objects and
generate content-dependent propulsion by peristalsis waves,31

but similar functionalities in synthetic robotic systems have
seldom been reported. In our system, waving MSAM shows
the capability to “feel” the geometric shapes of loading objects
and generate varied responses in transporting behaviors. As
shown in Figure S11a−b, when a spherical object is
transported, an interior 3D wave pushes the object forward
by its wavefront (Movie S14), and the moving direction of the
object is identical to the propagation direction of the wave.
However, for a planar object, the wave pulls it in the direction
opposite to the propagation direction of the wave. The reason
behind this is that the movement of the spherical object relies
on gravity-driven rolling on the waving MSAM, whereas the

propulsion of the flat object depends on the frictional force
between the waving MSAM and the object. PRTAS shows the
intelligence of sensing the shape of loaded objects and then
producing distinct transporting behaviors.
PRTAS exhibits the capability to generate programmable

peristalsis using interior wave trains. PRTAS can start
peristalsis at any location on MSAM by changing the pattern
of the reprogrammable light spot. The interior 3D wave train
can be controlled to not only move along a straight linear
trajectory either parallel or nonparallel to the long axis of the
MSAM (Figure S11c−f and Movie S15), but also make a
complex, curved moving trajectory (Figure 6b, part 1 of Movie
S16). More interestingly, our system enables the simultaneous
generation of multiple wave trains. As shown in Figure S11g,
we simultaneously produced two wave trains in one single
MSAM (part 2 of Movie S16). In addition, propagation
directions of each wave train can be independently controlled
via regulation of the pattern of the light spot. As shown in
Figure 6c, two interior wave trains were initiated at the same
point and then split into two wave trains with an included
angle of ∼30°. Moreover, we can also make two wave trains
intersect and merge at one point (Figure S11h, part 3 of Movie
S16). Since the pattern of the light spot can be artificially tuned
on the demand of the user, one can arbitrarily control the
propagation trajectory of wave trains, for example, the
rhombus-shaped trajectory (Figure 6d, part 4 of Movie S16)
and triangular trajectory (Figure 6e). There is no theoretical
limitation in the patterns of the trajectories of wave
propagation in a MSAM. According to our knowledge, this is
the first time that complex artificial peristalsis has been actively
manipulated in a synthetic system. Moreover, we demonstrate
that PRTAS can independently control the moving direction
and trajectory of each wave train. As shown in Figure 6f, it can
make one wave train propagate along a linear trajectory while
the other one moves along a polyline trajectory (part 1 of
Movie S17), which can be used to propel two objects to
generate a distinct moving trajectory (part 2 of Movie S17). In
addition, two wave trains can be simultaneously manipulated
to propagate in the opposite direction in one single MSAM
(Figure S11i, part 1 of Movie S18), which can be employed to
propel two loaded objects moving opposite to each other
(Figure 6g, part 2 of Movie S18). All these behaviors and
functionalities have not yet been achieved in synthetic robotic
systems. Photocontrol of propagation trajectories of multiple
wave trains in one MSAM is of great significance for
programmable micromechanical operations in microsystems.

3. CONCLUSIONS
PRTAS combines unique characteristics such as reconfigur-
ability, tunable 3D wavy morphologies, controllable evolution
among diverse wave motions, autonomous wave propagation,
working ability against external loading, sustainable wave
motions in highly damping media, and programmable, complex
peristaltic wave motions, which no existing soft robotic systems
can achieve. Our studies not only demonstrate how to apply
the biological morphogenesis principle based on differential
growth to achieve self-shaping of synthetic monolithic soft
materials into on-demand 3D wavy shapes but also take
advantage of the non-equilibrium driving mechanism derived
from a natural undulation phenomenon to build autonomous
intelligence in a manmade soft robotic system. For PRTAS,
numerous different morphing behaviors and targeted 3D shape
profiles are compiled and encoded in the structure of the
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patterned light rather than limited morphing behaviors and
shapes pre-programmed into actuating materials as shown in
previous soft robotic systems, which not only effectively avoid
complicated material design and preparation but also realize
real-time in situ switching of unlimited morphing in a single
MSAM. Unlike conventional manmade robotic systems that
rely on external sensors to monitor and feedback deformation
behaviors to control complex dynamic morphologies and
movements, PRTAS resembles biological motor systems that
make use of central pattern generators capable of producing
coordinated patterns of rhythmic activity without any rhythmic
inputs from the sensory feedback or high control center.32

PRTAS uses static light inputs to induce coupled photo-
thermal-mechanical interactions inherent in the material to
produce complex self-regulated waving motions without the
need of sensory feedback and external coordination, which
would greatly simplify the control of the robotic system. A
broad range of raw materials are commercially available for the
preparation of PRTAS; the simple structure and assembly can
be readily conducted in any material laboratory around the
world; the used static, patterned light can be easily gained by a
commercial projector or a light source modulated by a
photomask/grayscale, which does not need any high require-
ments in optical components or special requirements for its
working environment, allowing it to be easily integrated into
consumer-based products and achieve large scale production.
PRTAS is capable of self-morphing monolithic SAMs into
unlimited desired 3D wavy shapes, whereas self-propagation of
the shaped waves would provide a versatile platform to actively
regulate physical properties (electromagnetic performance,
optical performance, mechanical properties, etc.) and thus
would enable broad functionalities.33 For example, PRTAS
could be developed as a stretchable soft motor/engine/sensor
for wearable devices; it could provide somatosensory
interaction for mixed reality to gain a more “real” experience;34

it may be used to imitate the tunable texture/morphology of
the skin of marine invertebrates such as cephalopods,
developing active camouflage technologies.35 The general
principle underlying photomorphogenesis exhibited in this
work can be applied to a wide range of materials,
morphologies, and functionalities and can not only offer new
designs for complex actuating systems but also suggest broad
technological applications, such as adaptive, reprogrammable
soft robotics, self-propelling machines, fully-soft engines/
motors/pumps, autonomous mass transport, self-propelled
locomotion, self-regulated energy harvesting, adaptive micro-
mechanical systems, autonomous power generation, smart
microfluidic devices and beyond.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Materials. NIR-responsive monomers were synthesized by

the method shown in the Supporting Information. The liquid crystal
monomer RM82 was obtained from Bayi Space LCD Technology Co.
Ltd. 2,2′-(Ethylenedioxy)diethanethiol (DODT) and pentaerythritol
tetra(3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP) were purchased from TCI
Inc. Dipropylamine (DPA) was obtained from Adamas Reagent Co.,
Ltd. The UV-responsive monomer was custom-synthesized by Beijing
Realchem Technology Co., Ltd. The visible-light-responsive mono-
mer was synthesized by our laboratory. The chemical structures of
photoresponsive monomers are shown in Figure S6. Graphene
nanoplatelets were purchased from Alfa Aesar.
4.2. Preparation of Photoactive MSAM. 4.2.1. NIR-active

MSAM. The mixture of RM82 (200 mg, 297 mmol), NIR monomer
(31.4 mg, 33 mmol), DODT (36.1 mg, 198 mmol), and PETMP

(32.3 mg, 66 mmol) was dissolved in 3 ml of dichloromethane. Thiol
groups and acrylate groups were equimolar. After that, one drop of
DPA was added into the solution of the mixture. Then, the mixture
was transferred into a custom-made Teflon mold (3 cm × 3 cm × 0.5
cm) quickly. After 3 h at room temperature, the NIR-LCE film was
formed and stretched to 50% strain subsequently, while keeping it for
24 h to fix the orientation of the stretched LCE film with the thickness
of about 0.1−0.15 mm. After the orientation, the LCE film was cut
into strips with a width of 3 mm and a length of 15−40 mm, which
were used as NIR-active or sunlight-active MSAMs.

4.2.2. UV-active MSAM, Visible-light-active MSAM, and Gra-
phene-doped MSAM. The preparation steps are basically the same as
the preparation of NIR-active MSAMs shown above, except that the
photoresponsive monomers are replaced with visible-light-responsive
or UV-responsive liquid crystal monomers (chemical structures
shown in Figure S6), or graphene. Thiol groups and acrylate groups
were equimolar. The size of prepared MSAMs is as follows: length =
15−40 mm, width = 3 mm, and thickness = 0.1−0.15 mm.

4.3. Structure of the PRTAS. PRTAS consists of two units: (1)
the actuating unit, made up of a constrained MSAM whose two ends
are fixed on a substrate; the length of the used MSAM (15 mm) is
longer than the distance (12 mm) between the two fixed ends,
resulting in a buckled MSAM and (2) The control unit is a
reprogrammable light source that can produce structured/patterned
light, inducing and driving 3D waves. The reprogrammable light
source can be a commercial projector (PT-WX3400, Panasonic) or
light sources equipped with homemade photomasks/grayscales (808
nm NIR light, cnilaser, FC-W-808-50W; 365 nm UV light, Omron
ZUV-C30H; 405-nm light, Zolix, MLED4-4, or sunlight; the light
source used depends on the absorption wavelength of the photoactive
MSAMs). Structured/patterned light spots can be generated via
grayscale images produced by the projector or the light that passes
through the photomask/grayscale.

4.4. Characterization. The 3D strain profile during waving is
recorded and calculated using the Vic-3D 12 Mp software (Correlated
Solutions, Inc., SC, USA). An infrared thermal imager instrument
(FLIR-A600-Series, Sweden) was used to observe NIR-induced
thermal distribution and intensity. The photographs and videos of
experiments were recorded using a super-resolution digital micro-
scope (Keyence VHX-6000) and a digital camera (Canon EOS 80D).
The waving trajectories were recorded using a high-speed microscope
(Keyence VW-9000) at 250.0 fps and analyzed using kinematic
analysis software (Kinovea). The finite element simulations were
conducted by COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5 using the Mechanics
Module.
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